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his book, this is what boys are made of: investigating japan's child sex cult, is out now and a sequel has been announced. [28] matsuda first explored these
ideas in his 2010 book, this is what girls are made of, which, according to his website, is currently out of print. he has written a number of interviews and

essays on the topic of child sexualisation and regularly speaks on it. he has a patreon account for donations to fund his book projects. target=_blank the issue
of 18-year-old boys in japan has been more complicated than the teenage boys his essay claims to be about, the times says. the countrys criminal code

makes it illegal to have sex with a person under the age of 20 and 18-year-olds are being booked in the number of cases. the countrys sexw magazine claims
in the times that japanese men are sexually fixated with middle-aged women while women say that is not the case. the irony is particularly strong given that

the mother of the teenage boys in the story is actually chinese, not japanese. in fact, the only time the term is used in the essay is when the author writes
that the “shota” male he met at the gym “ looked like a shota.” the author never actually says what the term actually means and has instead used the term

to describe his own fantasies about the potential for encounter with a young boy. andersson told the daily dot that he was aware of his critics before
submitting his paper. he says that he knew his critics were coming from the start, and he felt fortunate that it was mostly critics of his work on boys and on

shota in general. the media attention and the criticism has made him think of his work, and the paper has allowed him to have a deep conversation with
himself about it.
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this cultural affinity toward
young boys for the purpose of

sexual pleasure, or lust, is
often referred to as shota that

is hard to pin down. shota
literature and culture are built

around the fantasy of big,
strong, young kikku who are
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used for the pleasure of older,
well-endowed men. the

fetishization of underage boys
in these comic books is meant
to arouse sexual desire among

men of all ages, including
more mature, adult male

readers. those of us who are
not interested in these images

are often perceived as
“pansies” in japan, said
andersson. tan said that

andersson is a strong
advocate of the fetishization
of underage boys in japan.
based on his research and
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blog posts, she said he often
displays a lot of anger toward
the lgbtq community and gay
people in general for their lack

of progress toward a
meaningful queer movement

in japan. he has also
collaborated with artists
around the world to take

pictures of the nudes of young
boys at different stages of

their physical development.
the guardian , jezebel , and
others have reported on this

work. he continues to
photograph boys on the
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streets of mumbai, and in
rural india. this was
highlighted in the

documentary film about
andersson, darkness will rise

by vice uk , which was
released in 2015. the paper in

question is titled i am not
alone we are all alone: using

masturbation as an
ethnographic method in

research on shota subculture
in japan. shota is an illustrated

japanese comic genre that
depicts young, underage boys

in sexualized ways or in
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sexually explicit scenarios.
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